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Name of research institute or organization: 
Center for Space and Habitability (CSH), University of Bern (UoB) 
 
Title of project: 
Stellarium Gornergrat  
 
Project leader and team: 
Dr. Timm-Emanuel Riesen, project manager 
Prof. Dr. Kathrin Altwegg, steering committee 
Prof. Dr. Thomas Schildknecht, steering committee 
Prof. Dr. Didier Queloz, steering commitee 
 
Project description: 
The Stellarium Gornergrat is a long-term project carried out by an ongoing collaboration 
between the Center of Space and Habitability (CSH), the Astronomical Institute of the 
University of Bern (AIUB), the University of Geneva (UoG), and the International 
Foundation High Altitude Research Stations Jungfraujoch and Gornergrat (HFSJG). Its major 
focus lies on public outreach and education and the main goals of the project are: 

• To build bridges between science and society. 

• To spark and foster the public’s interest in space, space sciences, and astronomy. 

• To attract young people to the field and illustrate potential careers in astronomy and 
space sciences. 

• To help people recognize and understand different observable phenomena in the day 
and night sky and let them appreciate the beauty and delicacy of nature.  

In order to achieve these goals, the partners installed and operate an observatory at the 
Kulmhotel Gornergrat with different instruments and hardware (see Figure 1). Improvements 
are still in progress and the infrastructure will be renovated in the years to come. At the end 
of 2014, 6 different instruments were installed and operable: 

1. Allsky Camera, takes around the clock exposures of the complete day and night sky. 

2. Rila 600mm telescope with a huge Field of View (FOV) ideal for deep sky objects. 

3. Planet Camera (Takahashi Mewlon-250), ideal for planetary objects and small FOV. 

4. Constellation Camera, ideal to depict complete constellations, asterisms, and groups 
of constellations. 

5. Look-Through Telescope (Takahashi TAO-150) for guests at the location. 

6. A modified Celestron 8 telescope with prism to measure the astronomical seeing. 

The main mode of using the Stellarium is designed to be by remote control and robotic 
observing which will be enabled through a pedagogical web portal, where teachers, students, 
and the broad public are allowed to browse and pick among different astronomical activities 
and schedule observations. The Stellarium robotically works through the different scheduled 
observations and allows a registered user to access the obtained data or status information 
upon completion of a task. 

The pedagogical activities are currently being developed in German and French in 4 different 
levels of difficulty ranging from 4th grade primary school to first year university students. 
Among the project’s personnel are scientists and teachers that ensure that the activities are in 
high quality with regard to astronomical content and feasibility for teachers and schools. All 
activities are scientifically and pedagogically peer reviewed and tested in class.  
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Figure 1. Available instruments at the Stellarium Gornergrat: The left panel shows the RILA 
main instrument (black), the Takahashi Mewlon-250 Planet Camera (blue-white), the 
Takahashi TAO-150 Look-Through Telescope (red-white), and the C8 Seeing Telescope. The 
upper right panel shows the Allsky Camera and the lower right panel shows the Canon 60Da 
Constellation Camera. 
 
Achievements in 2014: 

Hardware: 
The constellation camera, seeing telescope, and the look-through telescope have been 
installed during this reporting period and are a major improvement to the project. Especially 
the constellation camera adds the so far not covered ability of the Stellarium to get complete 
constellations or groups of them and allows demonstrating where deep sky objects lie with 
regard to large-scale sky features that people might recognize. It is possible to show the large 
Orion nebula (M42) along with the complete constellation and surrounding stars (see Figure 
3). For the RILA instrument, we installed a new automated filter wheel system, which 
features two wheels with five slots each. We offer standard RGB, VRI, H-alpha and 
Luminance filters and an open setting (for an example see Figure 2). Considerable work went 
also into removing old electric components and wiring from the observatory and a first phase 
of electrical modification has been completed. We also remounted the high precision 
inclinometers to the telescope mount in order to keep track with daily orientation changes of 
the dome itself, which is known to move in the order of arc minutes. The dome motors were 
mechanically updated to generate no braking noise anymore and the lower stairs were 
dampened in order to minimize operational noise for the hotel guests. 

Software: 
The interface and control software needed for robotic operation has been improved over the 
reporting period and the problems with higher dome speeds could be solved. The main fuse 
and important relays can be remotely controlled and tests with remote dome operations and 
remote telescope operations were completed successfully. Communication between different 
software applications (in part commercial, free, and self-developed) using the astronomical 
ASCOM interface proved to be complex to monitor and trouble shoot. Our efforts will be 
renewed in 2015 with the aim to further stabilize all involved components. 

Personnel: 
In April, Dr. Timm-Emanuel Riesen started his position at the CSH as the project manager of 
the Stellarium Gornergrat. He moved back to Switzerland after over five years of research in 
Hawaii, where he observed on different telescopes on Mauna Kea. As professionally trained 
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Swiss teacher, he adds experience in both fields, observational astronomy and education. In 
July, Dr. Marco Longhitano started his position at the CSH and the Astronomical Institute. 
He is leading the development and adaption of pedagogical activities in the German 
language. Marco majored in astronomy and has a strong interest in education, didactics, and 
the development of courses and teaching aids.  

Web portal: 
Important documents specifying requirements and features of the pedagogical web portal 
have been developed in 2014. Our industrial partner InSolus is tasked in programming the 
portal and a first look at the prototype looks promising. Finishing this portal is the new first 
priority of the project and a major thrust towards this goal is being done in the first quarter of 
2015.  

Pedagogical Activities / Collaboration with Schools: 
The adaption and development of the pedagogical activities is progressing at both locations 
(Bern and Geneva). We have completely defined activities in German or French for the 
AllSky camera and the Rila. Activities for the planetary and constellation cameras are near 
completion at least for the B level of difficulty. The Stellarium staff in Bern also collaborated 
with the Pädagogische Hochschule Bern over a new release of the 9th grade MathBuch, a 
German teaching aid that is mandatory in 8 cantons of Switzerland. The topics Stellarium 
Gornergrat, astronomy, and space science will be represented on a project page (among 
others) towards the end of the book. A major collaboration was started with the Gymnasium 
Bern Kirchenfeld where we support a special astronomy course that runs in the first semester 
of 2015. We will allow early access to the telescope in exchange for activity testing, peer 
review, and idea generation for future activities. Further tests of the activities are planned in 
collaboration with various secondary schools. Moreover, we are working together with the 
Bernese education authority (Schulamt der Stadt Bern), which is organizing courses for gifted 
students (“BeKuBe”). Finally, we specified the user-requirements for the web-interface from 
a pedagogical point of view. The consolidated requirements have been documented and 
communicated to the development team in Geneva. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
Figure 2. The North American Nebula (NGC 7000) obtainded with the RILA main instrument 
in R, G, B, and H-alpha filters. Total exposure time is 25 minutes. 
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Figure 3. The left panel shows an image obtained with the constellation camera. It depicts 
the 3 belt stars of Orion and the “sword” below them containing the famous Orion nebula 
(M42). The right panel shows the Firewheel Galaxy (M101) taken with the Rila main 
instrument in B, V, R filters with a total exposure time of 3 x 1500s.  
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Collaborating partners/networks: 
Astronomical Institute of the University of Bern (AIUB), Université de Genève (UoG), 
Burgergemeinde Zermatt, International Foundation High Altitude Research Stations 
Jungfraujoch and Gornergrat (HFSJG), Kulmhotel Gornergrat 
 
Scientific publications and public outreach 2014: 
FaTa 2014: Presentation of the Stellarium Gornergrat at the “Fachschafts Tagung” for science school teachers in 
the canton of Berne.    
AGORA Day 2014: Presentation of the project at a panel of receivers and applicants of AGORA outreach grant 
money.    
School Holiday events 2014: Activities and project presentation for visiting students during their spring and fall 
holidays. Two students were later taking “Schnuppertage” at the CSH and the Stellarium Gornergrat. 
 
Address: 
Center for Space and Habitability 
Universität Bern 
Parkterasse 14 
CH-3012 Bern 
 
Contact: 
Dr. Timm-Emanuel Riesen  
Tel.: +41 31 631 3318  
Fax: +41 31 631 4405 
e-mail: timm.riesen@csh.unibe.ch 
URL: http://stellarium-gornergrat.ch/ 
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